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ABSTRACT
This article describes a project developed under the brief
Archiving the intangible. We explored opportunities for audience engagement and cross-generational communication
through embodied interaction. An initial research phase
used cultural probes to provide inspiration for design. An
interactive installation was then created in the form of a
large wooden machine augmented with sensors and actuators, which allowed narrator and audience to take on fluid
roles in a shared experience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Interaction styles, Prototyping
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This project was carried out at the University of Malmö,
following the brief Archiving the intangible. We used this as
a starting point for an exploration on identity, memory and
cross-generational communication. Our main focus was on
storytelling and re-interpretation.
In an individual’s memory, the processes of organizing and
remembering are subjective and depend on personal perception, experience and point of view: we try to impose meaning on what we observe, using what we can recall from our
experience as a guide [1]. The building of personal archives
is driven by motivations that go further than simply storing things for later retrieval: building them also pursues the
goals of creating a legacy, sharing resources, reducing fear
of loss, and expressing and crafting one’s identity with regard to others and to oneself [6]. People relate to a small
number of mementos that are carefully selected and invested
with meaning, thus creating a memory landscape of autobiographical objects around them [10].

Within the family, communication among generations takes
place through a combination of implicit emotional language,
imitated behaviour, spoken language, and writing [7]. In this
context, archiving and retrieving are social shared experiences. There may occur conflicts between the communication models used by different generations: these differences
have existed throughout history, but rapid cultural and technological changes have broaden this generational gap.
Memory, identity, and cross-generational communication have
strong social and tangible components. To talk about them
at an individual’s level can not be done separately from the
world in which that individual lives and acts. The social
context and the artifacts through which interaction is conducted are embedded in the environment. In sum, we are
talking about an embodied experience [3].
The above insights led us to the following design opening:
“How can we embody a social experience engaging people
across generations to reveal fragments of their identity?”

2.

RESEARCH

Cultural probes were used to provide inspiration for design
through subjective engagement, empathetic interpretation
and a sense of uncertainty [5]. We carried out a collaborative
process where a participant would write a story from their
childhood by hand and store it in the provided box; this
story would then be passed on to a second participant, who
would use collage and crayons to illustrate it.
We took great care in designing the probes to provoke inspirational responses: they were handcrafted and presented in
small cardboard boxes. Our use of rough physical materials
and handwriting was aimed at providing a more personal
and evocative experience [4]. The selection of images for
the collages opted for the uncommon, the surprising and the
nostalgic: pieces from art magazines, newspapers, maps, old
encyclopedias. . . roughly cut and bound together.
The participants were eight people between 8 and 83 years
old, who filled the probes at locations familiar for them.
Each took on both roles, first writing down a story and then
illustrating one coming from another person. Having to reinterpret somebody else’s personal tale required empathy
and imagination, creating an emotional bond: we tried to
replicate this rewarding experience in our design. An example of a finished probe can be seen in figure 1.

Figure 1: One of the finished cultural probes, showing a story and its collage illustration

3.

DESIGN

The previous findings led to the design and development of
a physical prototype, which we called the Transgenerational
Transmission Machine. This is a large wooden structure,
holding a continuous strip of paper, and augmented through
the use of sensors and actuators. This machine combined
several metaphors that we found relevant for the communication of memories: paper as a storing material, a flow of
mementos, infinite looping, and an aesthetic connection to
the printing press. Figure 2 shows the finished prototype
and some particularly relevant details.
We designed for a collaborative activity, so the machine
would only work through the coordinated participation of
several people. The roles of performer/narrator, participant
and spectator [12] were clearly defined, but also flexible:
our intention was that people could transition from one to
another with ease. This keeps a certain relation to the concept of performativity [8], a process by which the necessity
of audience enactment is taken into consideration; however,
whereas the examples described in that piece of research use
a pre-established narrative, here we simply provide a context
for stories to be shared and enriched with the art generated
by the audience.
The experience is embodied and requires participants to
move around the space and use their bodies in different
ways. The physical machine does not look like a regular
digital device: as in the case of the cultural probes, the use
of rough materials and the request for handcrafted creation
are intended to be evocative, eliciting the remembrance of
personal stories. Following that idea, we hid the presence
of technology: the only explicit inputs are a crank, a microphone and a drawing area. To a first-time observer, the
machine is remisniscent of a complex set of gears or a printing press; it is only by interacting with it and observing
its complex behaviour that the technology supporting and
mediating the experience becomes apparent.

3.1

Roles

The narrator tells a story to an intentionally large and whimsical microphone. In that position, her view of the rest of the
machine is partially blocked, providing a small measure of
intimacy that helps her focus on the tale. As she speaks, an
Arduino-activated motor lets colored water drip on the paper. Currently, these narratives are improvised on the spot:
future iterations contemplate the use of scripts or prompts.

The person operating the crank sets the machine in motion,
and determines the speed and direction with which the paper
will move across it. What initially had looked as a rather
boring and mechanical task, was revealed during testing to
be quite engaging.
Colour pens are provided for two participants to draw on
the moving paper. Through the use of a capacitive sensor,
the flat surface used for this illuminates when their hands
are close. The location of this drawing area makes it most
comfortable for children; however, its use by grown-ups has
the benefit of providing a shared uncomfortable interaction
that may benefit the experience [2].
On the other end of the machine, opposite the narrator, a
projector is used on the paper: this projection comes from
behind, so that it appears to observers as a sort of “live
ink”. The movements of the participants are captured with
a Kinect camera, and an computer program (developed with
the OpenFrameworks toolkit) uses them to paint on the projected image. During testing, participants discovered that
this particular set-up allowed for another mode of interaction: by placing their hands between the projector and the
paper, they could create Chinese shadows that meshed with
the colors drawn by the movements of people on the other
side.
Using the terminology proposed by [11], the spectator experience provided by our system is mainly expressive: manipulations and their effects are visible to the audience, enabling
them to appreciate the performer’s interaction. Moreover,
the use of coarse physical materials and the fact that most
of the electronics are hidden aims to provide an experience
that is also magical : it is not immediately apparent exactly
how the effects are being created by the machine.

4.

DISCUSSION

This physical installation provided us with valuable insights
on the interplay between narrator and audience, their changing roles, and the ways that physical and digital support can
enrich this experience.
A contention point was exactly how much synchronisation
among the users would be required. In our first version, the
crank would make the machine work and at that point the
other stations would operate independently. In a follow-up
test, we made all the stations dependent on one another:

Figure 2: Left to right: the finished machine, detail of the crank, the narrator speaking into the microphone,
participants drawing, virtual paint projected on the paper.
the crank needed to be operated first, then somebody would
have to speak into the microphone, then another person
would draw, and only then would the Kinect projection come
alive. In this second test, the experience was more frustrating: the interaction was not continuous but stuttering, and
participants ended up doing bogus work (e.g. tapping on
the microphone) to keep the machine working. Thus, an
implicit call for collaboration seemed to work better than
trying to enforce that collaboration.
The projection was able to ease the onboarding process by
which a spectator would start taking part in the experience.
This observation is consistent with other interactive installations using Kinect for grabbing the attention of people
passing by; two factors at play here are inadvertent interaction and seeing others engage, both of which are powerful
ways to attract attention and communicate interactivity [9].
Rough materials, “augmented paper” and tangible interfaces
were powerful at drawing the imagination. We used digital
technology to augment physical objects, but without letting
it take central stage. Our machine aims to encourage playful,
non-judgemental creativity, letting users discover new ways
to interact (e.g. by integrating colour stains into their drawings, or by learning to make Chinese shadows). A measure
of messiness and uncertainty can bring about unexpected,
richer behaviour.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We used cultural probes to explore cross-generational communication through audience participation and re-elaboration.
These insights led to the design and development of the
Transgenerational Transmission Machine, a large physical
device for collaborative storytelling and re-interpretation.
Testing the machine offered a number of insights about the
importance of the physical user interfaces for emotional relevance, the different roles among the participants in the experience, the need for prompts or cues to elicit compelling
stories, and the value of embedded interaction to bring about
emotional and evocative collective experiences.
In the future, we want to continue testing, refining and
evolving the machine. In addition to this, we are looking
for other contexts where we could provide a similar experience around collaborative storytelling and re-interpretation.
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